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Agenda
• Agile & Scrum: History and Motivation
• The Sprint: Scrum’s “Full Project” Component
• Roles, Stories, and Sizing

• Introduce the Sprint Game
• Play Sprint Game
• Retrospective – Q&A
• Other Considerations and Surveys
• Going Further & Digging Deeper
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A Slice of History: Agile
• Software Development Roots
– Has been expanded to many divergent fields since inception
– Is an approach to project management, not a methodology*

• Heavyweight vs. Lightweight Models
– Structured (Formal Methods, Waterfall Methodologies)
– Iterative Models (Extreme, Adaptive, Feature-Driven, etc.)

• Snowbird, Utah; February 2001
– 17 Software Developers
– Manifesto for Agile Software Development
– Enlarged to Agile Project Management by Some Founders
* Methodologies are prescriptive about process. Agile maintains that process should adjust to need
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Agile Manifesto*
“We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this work we have come to value:
– Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
– Working software over comprehensive
documentation
– Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
– Responding to change over following a plan

That is, while there is value in the items on the
right, we value the items on the left more.”
* Statement from the creators can be found here: http://agilemanifesto.org/
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Agile Principles*
1.

Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early
and continuous delivery of valuable software.

2.

Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes
harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.

3.

Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of
months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.

4.

Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the
project.

5.

Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment
and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.

6.

The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and
within a development team is face-to-face conversation.

* http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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Agile Principles (continued)*
7.

Working software is the primary measure of progress.

8.

Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors,
developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace
indefinitely.

9.

Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances
agility.

10. Simplicity -- the art of maximizing the amount of work not done -- is
essential.

11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from selforganizing teams.
12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective,
then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.
* http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
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A Slice of History: Scrum
• Product Development Roots – 1986
– 2 Professors at Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo
– Rugby Metaphor
– Whereas Agile is an approach, Scrum is a framework

• Scrum is thus one of a number of “flavors” of Agile
– Many practitioners consider Scrum the purest framework for
Agile

• Sprint is the “project” unit within Scrum
– Highly iterative & comprises a complete project
– Typically lasts from 1 week to 1 month, 2 weeks is the most
typical in software development
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Scrum Basics

Graphic taken from Wikipedia: “Scrum (development)”
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Scrum Team
• Work closely and collaboratively
• Everyone has a voice
• Everyone is responsible for delivering a quality
product within the Sprint timeline
• Actively participate in sizing or “pointing”
stories and grooming the backlog
• Meet daily for the “Daily Scrum” – a short
“stand-up” meeting (not longer than minutes)
• Actively participates in Sprint Retrospective
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Scrum Roles
• There are 3 recognized roles in a Scrum Team*

* These should not be confused with those roles dictated by the nature of the project, such as developers,
testers, DBAs, etc., but there are only 3 functional roles that have specific responsibilities within Scrum
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Product Owner
• Responsible for defining/redefining
Product Vision
• Defines and prioritizes Product Backlog
• Makes decisions about product direction
• Maps the product vision to the development
stories
• Accepts work results
• Responsible for ROI
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Scrum Master
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership role – akin to Product Manager
Shields the team from external influences
Responsible for removing impediments
Responsible for reporting progress
Team facilitator
“Servant Leader”
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Team Member
•
•
•
•
•

Sizes stories
Identifies story tasks
Estimates task efforts
Creates a quality product
Communicates progress and raises concerns
and impediments
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User Stories
• “Backlog items”, which relate to deliverable
features or components are expressed in User
Stories and are in the format:
– As a (user role type),
– I want to (perform some action or operation)
– So that (describe an advantage or benefit)
– I’ll know that I’m done when (required end state
and definition of how it is to be tested/validated)
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User Stories (Continued)
• A story is an invitation to a conversation
– Written in business language
– Avoids implementation details

• Good user stories follow the INVEST principle
–
–
–
–
–
–

Independent: Avoid dependencies
Negotiable: Flexible about implementation
Valuable: Written to maximize business value
Estimate-able: Difficulty can be grasped by scrum team
Small: Completed within a single sprint
Testable: Completeness can be objectively assessed
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Example User Story
• As a Human Resources Administrator, I want to
be able to review employee time cards and post
hours to the client projects they have charged
time to so that I can perform cost accounting
operations on each account. I’ll know I am done
when I can post such hours to all 16 categories
used within the HR system, including vacation,
sick time, and overhead.
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Sizing Concepts
• Using a scale of 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, or 20,
what is the relative size of the following?

• How about now?

• Take Away: Sizing is dimensionless and relative
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Sizing Concepts
• In Scrum, sizing backlog items is:
– Performed by the consensus of the team
• Expressly NOT influenced by outside pressures
• Techniques such as “Planning Poker” to gain consensus

– Although it roughly maps to effort & duration, is
expressed in dimension-less units
• Is used to calculate Team Velocity
• Is not transferable to other teams

– In practice, commonly uses modified Fibonacci Series
• 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, ?, ∞ (among several
variants) … focus is on relative size, not sizing precision
• Common practice to size from 1 to 13 – stories larger than 13 are
candidates to be broken into more than one story
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Sprint Exercise
• Goal: Each team plans and executes a group of tasks
to acquire as much value within a 60 minute “sprint”
• Critical Timing Considerations:
– Have a total of 60 minutes to size, assess, order, select,
execute, determine results, and report value
– When executing each of these tasks, you will prepare for the
task, select which team member(s) will participate in that
task, and use the stopwatch provided to time the duration
of the accomplishment of the task
– You have a total of 3 minutes (180 seconds) to execute all
selected tasks
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Product Backlog Cards
(in User Story format)
Product
Backlog Item #

Value Indicator:
Set by Product
Owner

Label for the
story

Sizing
Estimate: Set
by the Team

Details on the
precise
description of
the story

How the story
is tested
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1) Sizing Product Backlog
Goal: Agree on
the number
that should go
here.
For this minisprint, values
should be 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, BIG,
or ?
Useful Trick:
“Divide & Conquer”
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2) Prioritize Product Backlog

Useful Trick:
Calculate
“Value
to Estimate”
Ratio
to help
prioritize
and sort

Useful
Trick:
Dry-run
tasks that
may be
challenging

Order cards in the way you wish to proceed in the execution phase
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4) Select Sprint Backlog
Place a BLUE DOT
on the card,
identifying it for
inclusion in the
Sprint

If the team is
satisfied with this
list, the planning
is now done, and
you can proceed
with the task
execution

This is called an
“Information
Radiator”

Once your list is prioritized, count the first 18 estimate points – these
comprise your Sprint Backlog. You may have to exchange items to get 18
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5) Execute Sprint Backlog Tasks
Place a YELLOW
DOT on the card of
the task you are
performing
currently

For each task,
determine which
team members will
accomplish the
task, and who will
be the time keeper
– each team is on
the “honor system”

Although for this
exercise, it may not
appear to have a lot
of value, on an
actual project, it
easily IDs WIP

Once completed,
you can write the
number of seconds
transpired on the
card
Also plan for “shared”
resources
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6) Mark the Task as Done
Write the time in
seconds to
accomplish the
task
Place a RED DOT
on the card you
have just finished
working on

For this example,
the estimate was
a “2”, and it
ended up taking
25 seconds.
On the next slide,
we’ll see how this
is plotted on a
burn down chart.
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The Burn Down Chart
20
19

Once sizing was completed and our
backlog list was prioritized, we chose to
perform 18 “sized units” during this
sprint, which lasts 180 seconds, hence
the line that extends from 18 to 180

Task Units Remaining (units are estimated in approximately ten second increments)

18
17
16
15
14
13
12

Therefore, we start at time “Zero”, with 18 units
of work to perform. If we hit our marks, we
should stay close to the red dashed line, which
represents our “Target Velocity” of 18.
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If we are ABOVE this line, we are falling behind.
If we are BELOW the line, we are ahead of
schedule
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7) Plot Burn Down Chart
20

In our example, the task took
25 seconds to complete

19

Task Units Remaining (units are estimated in approximately ten second increments)

18
17

… and the effort was
estimated at 2

16
15
14

Thus, our first line is drawn from our
starting point to the point 2 increments
down and 25 increments over. This
means we have 180-25 = 155 seconds to
finish 16 more effort points to stay on
our target velocity of 18

13

Therefore, let’s start at 18
effort points left at time
“zero”, and measure
DOWN 2, and OVER 25
seconds
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8) Repeat until out of time
20
19

Suppose the nest task took 20 seconds,
and had been sized as a 3

Task Units Remaining (units are estimated in approximately ten second increments)

18
17
16

We would start at the end point of our
first vector and measure over 20
seconds and down 3

15
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9
8

We would thus iterate through all tasks
until we were out of TIME. If we
complete all tasks prior to the time
allotted, we can select additional tasks,
and thus raise out velocity
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9) Calculations
• Go back through all the cards that have a
RED DOT on them (completed tasks), and sum all
Values from each card
– This represents your team’s score for acquired value

• For this task, the projected velocity was 18
– Count the “Task Units” you achieved (that were
COMPLETED). This is your team velocity

• Provide these numbers to me, and I will write them
on the score pad, along with the reporting time. In
case of a first-place tie in points, the earliest
reporter wins
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Your Table Supplies*
• Packet for Mini-Sprint planning & execution
– Product Backlog Cards (in Story format)
– Burn down chart
– Instructions for executing Sprint
– Supplies for each activity (some common supplies)
– Answer keys for activities requiring them
– If you need a stop watch, let me know
* Verify that all packets are correct and complete!
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Execute Sprint
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Retrospective
• How did you make out as a self-organized team?
–
–
–
–

Did everyone participate?
Did it get testy at times?
How did you handle conflicts or differing opinions?
Did you have problems understanding/executing:
•
•
•
•

Sizing and planning?
Execution?
Plotting the Burndown chart?
Calculating velocity?

– Did you learn anything useful?
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Going Further
• Sprint Zero
– Determine the specific ways the Scrum Team will
proceed: processes, infrastructure, norms, etc.

• Scrum of Scrums
– Larger projects or programs with various tracks –
meeting of Scrum Masters with other teams

• Structures Other than Stories
– Epics
– Spikes
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Conceptual Advantage of Agile
• Waterfall
– Fire a shell today hoping it
hits its target sometime in
the future (typically 18
months)

• Agile
– Fire a smart missile that selfcorrects all the way to its
target
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Problems Agile Addresses
• Initial Agile Focus
– Applications aimed at rapidly-changing marketing
dynamics
– Non-critical systems (gaming, etc.)
– Quick Life Cycle Systems
– Small projects on independent systems

• Success lead to proliferation throughout the
software industry
– Very large product groups (IBM’s Rational Brand)
– Mission-critical system
– Highly complex, regulated, embedded systems
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When NOT to Use Agile?
• Cultural challenges
– Command cultures and CYA attitudes
– No previous experience with Agile

• Architectural Impediments
– Heavily stove-piped systems
– Conversely, SOA-based architectures work well
with Agile

• Standard Installations
– Projects that lack stepwise improvement need
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Survey of Agile Frameworks
Name
Adaptive Software
Development

Acronym
Description
ASD
ASD replaces the traditional waterfall cycle with a repeating series of speculate, collaborate, and learn
cycles. This dynamic cycle provides for continuous learning and adaptation to the emergent state of the
project. The characteristics of an ASD life cycle are that it is mission focused, feature based, iterative,
timeboxed, risk driven, and change tolerant.
Agile Unified Process AUP
Agile Unified Process (AUP) is a simplified version of the IBM Rational Unified Process (RUP) developed
by Scott Ambler. It describes a simple, easy to understand approach to developing business application
software using agile techniques and concepts yet still remaining true to the RUP. The AUP applies agile
techniques including test driven development (TDD), Agile Modeling, agile change management, and
database refactoring to improve productivity.
Crystal Clear
Alistair Cockburn developed the Crystal Methods approach. His focus is on the people, interaction,
community, skills, talents, and communications with the belief that these are what have the first-order
effect on performance. Process, he says, is important, but secondary.
Dynamic Systems
DSDM
An agile project delivery framework, primarily used as a software development method. First released in
Development Method
1994, DSDM originally sought to provide some discipline to the rapid application development (RAD)
method. In 2007 DSDM became a generic approach to project management and solution delivery. DSDM
is an iterative and incremental approach that embraces principles of Agile development, including
continuous user/customer involvement.
Essential Unified
Process

EssUP

The Essential Unified Process for software development, or EssUP, was invented by Ivar Jacobson as an
improvement on the Rational Unified Process. It identifies practices, such as use cases, iterative
development, architecture driven development, team practices and process practices, which are borrowed
from RUP, CMMI and agile development. The idea is that you can pick those practices that are applicable
to your situation and combine them into your own process. This is considered an improvement with
respect to RUP, because with RUP the practices are all intertwined and cannot be taken in isolation.
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Survey of Agile Frameworks
Name
Acronym
Description
Extreme Programming XP
XP attempts to reduce the cost of changes in requirements by having multiple short development cycles,
rather than a long one. In this doctrine changes are a natural, inescapable and desirable aspect of
software development projects, and should be planned for instead of attempting to define a stable set of
requirements. Extreme programming also introduces a number of basic values, principles and practices
on top of the agile programming framework.
Feature Driven
FDD
FDD is a model-driven short-iteration process that consists of five basic activities: 1) Develop Overall
Development
Model, 2) Build Feature List, 3) Plan By Feature, 4) Design By Feature, 5) Build By Feature
Kanban
Kanban is a method for developing software products & processes with an emphasis on just-in-time
delivery while not overloading the software developers. It emphasizes that developers pull work from a
queue, and the process, from definition of a task to its delivery to the customer, is displayed for
participants to see. Kanban can be divided into two parts: 1) Kanban - A visual process management
system that tells what to produce, when to produce it, and how much to produce, and 2) The Kanban
method – an approach to incremental, evolutionary process change for organizations.
Open Unified Process OpenUP

Test-Driven
Development

TDD

The Open Unified Process (OpenUP) is a part of the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF), an open source
process framework developed within the Eclipse Foundation. Its goals are to make it easy to adopt the
core of the RUP / Unified Process. OpenUP preserves the essential characteristics of RUP / Unified
Process, which includes incremental development, use cases and scenarios driving development, risk
management, and architecture-centric approach. The most agile and lightweight form of OpenUP,
OpenUP/Basic, targets smaller and co-located teams interested in agile and incremental development.
Small projects constitute teams of three to six people and involve three to six months of development
effort.
A software development process that relies on the repetition of a very short development cycle: first the
developer writes a failing automated test case that defines a desired improvement or new function, then
produces code to pass that test and finally refactors the new code to acceptable standards.
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Agile Self-Assessment*
#
Question
1 The team is empowered to make decisions.
2 The team is self-organising and does not rely on management to set and meet its goals.
3 The team commits and takes responsibility for delivery and is prepared to help with any task that helps the team to achieve
its goal.
4 The team knows who the product owner is.
5 Each sprint/iteration has a clear goal.
6 All team members, including testers, are included in requirements workshops.
7 Requirements documentation is barely sufficient and the team collaborates to clarify details as features are ready for
development.
8 Test cases are written up-front with the requirements/user story.
9 There is a product backlog/feature list prioritised by business value.
10 The product backlog has estimates created by the team.
11 The team knows what their velocity is.
12 Velocity is used to gauge how many user stories should be included in each sprint/iteration.
13 Sprints/iterations are timeboxed to four weeks or less.
14 Sprint budget is calculated to determine how many product backlog items/features can be included in the sprint/iteration.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

P

The sprint/iteration ends on the agreed end date.
All tasks on the sprint backlog are broken down to a size that is less than one day.
Requirements are expressed as user stories and written on a card.
The team estimates using points which indicate the relative size of each feature on the product backlog/feature list.
The team generates burndown charts to track progress daily.
Software is tested and working at the end of each sprint/iteration.
The team is not disrupted during the sprint/iteration.
Changes are integrated throughout the sprint/iteration.

* by Kelly Waters, 21 January 2008 | Agile Adoption
http://www.allaboutagile.com/how-agile-are-you-take-this-42-point-test/
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Agile Self-Assessment*
#
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Question
Automated unit testing is implemented where appropriate.
There is an automated build and regression test.
Stretch tasks are identified for inclusion in the sprint/iteration if it goes better than expected.
The Product Owner is actively involved throughout each sprint.
All code changes are reversible and it is possible to make a release at any time.
Testing is integrated throughout the lifecycle and starts on delivery of the first feature.
Impediments that hold up progress are raised, recorded on the whiteboard and resolved in a timely fashion.
When someone says ‘done’, they mean DONE! (ie shippable).
The team uses the whiteboard to provide clear visibility of progress and issues on a daily basis.
The sprint/iteration goal(s) is clearly visible on the board.
All user stories and tasks are displayed on the whiteboard for the duration of the sprint/iteration.
Daily scrums happen at the same time every day – even if the scrum master isn’t present.
The daily scrum is resticted to answering the standard 3 scrum questions and lasts no more than 15 minutes.
There is a product demonstration/sprint review meeting at the end of each sprint/iteration.
All team members, including testers and Product Owner, are included in the sprint/iteration review.
The sprint/iteration review is attended by executive stakeholders.
There is a sprint retrospective at the end of each sprint/iteration.
Key metrics are reviewed and captured during each sprint retrospective.
All team members, including testers, are included in the sprint retrospective meeting.
Actions from the sprint retrospective have a positive impact on the next sprint/iteration.

P

* by Kelly Waters, 21 January 2008 | Agile Adoption
http://www.allaboutagile.com/how-agile-are-you-take-this-42-point-test/
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Digging Deeper
• Many tools and vendors have excellent,
comprehensive Agile support tools
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Useful Links
http://agilemanifesto.org/
http://agilemanifesto.org/principles.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrum_%28development%29
http://www.scrumalliance.org/
http://www.scrum.org/
http://www.collab.net/
http://www.thoughtworks-studios.com/
http://www.versionone.com/
http://www.bigvisible.com/
https://www.seenowdo.com/index.xhtml
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Questions & Answers
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